Response
We agree with Harder and Plagemann that "it seems highly unlikely that increased early weight gain, via increased later body mass index (BMI), may not influence the development of hypertension." One of the main messages of our article was that weight gain between 1 and 5 years was associated with higher adult systolic pressure, and that this effect was modified by adjustment for adult BMI. However, we found no independent relationship of infant weight gain with adult blood pressure. 1 We do not dispute the findings presented by Harder and Plagemann and others that increased infant weight gain is associated with childhood obesity. However, our project described relationships with adult blood pressure, a different cardiovascular risk factor, measured in a different phase of life.
In our article, we did not, as suggested by Harder and Plagemann, "favor" promotion of infant growth, nor do we advocate "forced feeding." We agree that interventions in early life aimed at promoting cardiovascular health should be tested and evaluated rigorously.
